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Northwestern Indiana Regional Planning Commission 

RFQ 16-27: Website Design 

Questions & Answers 
November 1, 2016 

Q1:  How firm is NIRPC on a project completion deadline of the end of the year? 

A1:  All work must be completed by December 30, 2016. 

Q2:  Is this due to a budget reason and would it be possible to go about 30-60 days into 
2017? 

A2:  Due to budget constraints, all work must be completed by December 30, 2016. A vendor 
may scope future direction they may take if more funds were to become available in 2017. 
Referencing Section 2, this request is to redesign and redevelop NIRPC’s current site. 
Responses should reflect a feasible project within the timeframe given, with the scope of work 
met by December 30, 2016.  

Q3:  What would be the impact of not proposing a completion date of the end of 2016 and 
would our response be disqualified? 

A3:  A vendor would not be disqualified but work for the project is being paid for out of FY 2016 
budget and therefore any contract entered into will not extend past December 30, 2016.  

Q4:  Can companies from Outside USA apply for this? (like from India or Canada) 

A4:  Proposals will be accepted from any vendor regardless of location. 

Q5: Do we need to come over there for meetings? 

A5:  In-person meetings are a possibility and would take place at the NIRPC offices located at 
6100 Southport Rd., Portage, IN 46368. Travel expenses would not be paid by NIRPC and must 
be paid by the respondent. 

Q6:  Can we perform the tasks (related to the RFQ) outside USA? 

A6:  While the technical capacity exists for work to be done outside the US, companies who 
cannot attend meetings and trainings in-person should address how they would conduct these 
situations in their response. 

Q7:  Can we submit proposals via email? 

A7:  Proposals must be submitted in the manner indicated in RFQ 16-27 instructions. Seven (7) 
copies of the Response need to be submitted for review and one (1) compact-disc (CD) (thumb 
drives are acceptable alternatives) of the entire Response in sealed envelopes marked on the 
outside as follows: RFQ 16-27 Website Design. 

Q8:  Will there be a list of vendors so that we know who all of the vendors are? 

A8:  No, there will not be a list of vendors provided. 

Q9:  For the search you state looking at keywords and phrases. Do you also want to scan 
the contents of the documents for text. If so, what types of documents are they? 
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A9:  Documents types include:  Adobe PDF, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, and HTML  

Q10:  Do we need to be registered to do business in the State of Indiana in order to 
submit our response? 

A10:  No. 

Q11:  Please clarify the word ‘Document’ or ‘Document Repository.’ Is this referring to 
the various web pages or actual documents: PDF, DOCX, DOC, XLS? 

A11:  Document Repository refers to the fact that as a governmental entity that conducts many 
planning studies, NIRPC’s website is used to store and reference past studies and information, 
as well as current studies and information. The word document refers to actual documents. 

Q12:  Which Social media platforms will we need to promote content on? Twitter, 
Others? 

A12:  Twitter, Facebook and YouTube.  

Q13:  How do you envision promoting of content? Check a box to publish to social media 
account xyz? 

A13:  This could be a nice feature and NIRPC would welcome suggestions for this 
procedure/feature as part of the vendor’s response.   

Q14:  What types of content templates will be needed for the website or how many types 
of content will need to be created? E.g. Press releases, News Events, Breaking News, 
Basic Pages, Blogs, etc. 

A14:  While NIRPC currently has templates for text pages with an information bar on the right 
side, text page wide (without right information bar), minutes, presentation, news and events. 
Suggestions for templates are welcome and should be included in vendor responses. 

Q15:  Map Questions. Could we get an example of the in-house map GIS data? What 
format is it in? Is in in a database we can query remotely? 

A15:  Our online GIS data is currently in both CartoDB and Google Maps. All other data is 
stored on site at NIRPC and is not remotely accessible. This data is in Shapefile and 
Geodatabase format.  

Q16:  How many people will be in the training? 

A16: A minimum of two individuals will require training with the option to include more if 
necessary. NIRPC is interested in restricted content management and responses should 
indicate if there will be various levels of user access for the website. While the scope of work 
indicates training be in the form of an Administrative Users Guide for updating and maintaining 
the website, on-site training would be the optimal scenario, but remote training would be 
considered. Any cost for training should be indicated in the vendor’s response. 

Q17:  Will documentation be needed for the training or a website manual? 

A17:  A post-training Administrative Users Guide for updating and maintaining the website is 
included as part of the Scope of Work. 

Q18:  Where will this website be hosted? 

A18: The current site and newly developed site will be hosted by NIRPC’s current IT vendor.  
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Q19:  Will there be any flexibility around a project deadline of December 30th, 2016? What 
factors are driving this date? We feel that for a successful project to occur we would 
need to extend the project timeline to 90 days. Can this be considered or will our 
proposal be disqualified? 

A19:  Due to budget constraints, all work must be completed by December 30, 2016. A vendor 
may scope future direction they may take if more funds were to become available in 2017, with 
the understanding the scope of RFQ 16-27 must be met by December 30, 2016. 

Q20:  What is the recurring annual support, hosting and maintenance budget? 

A20:  Since the website is being hosted by NIRPC’s current IT vendor, there is currently no 
additional annual support, hosting or maintenance budget. 

Q21:  Would the Planning Commission be interested in a recurring redesign that would 
occur every 3 years at no additional cost? 

A21:  NIRPC would welcome a proposal for this in the vendor’s response for consideration. 

Q22:  Would the Planning Commission be interested in virtual consulting packages in 
order to focus on Navigation and Functionality alignment?  

A22:  NIRPC would welcome a proposal for this in the vendor’s response for consideration. 

Q23:  How many staff will need to be trained in total and should this be on-site or 
conducted remotely? 

A23:  A minimum of two individuals will require training with the option to include more if 
necessary. NIRPC is interested in restricted content management and responses should 
indicate if there will be various levels of user access for the website. While the scope of work 
indicates training be in the form of an Administrative Users Guide for updating and maintaining 
the website, on-site training would be the optimal scenario, but remote training would be 
considered. Any cost for training should be indicated in the vendor’s response. 

Q24:  I see that staff will need to build out page templates. Will they also need to build 
out separate microsites or subsites within the design using design tools? 

A24:  This is not something currently needed, but responders are welcome to include 
capabilities for this option in their response. 

Q25:  Will it be possible to notify vendors when the questions are answered? 

A25:  An email will be sent out to the vendor list when answers to questions submitted are 
posted to the NIRPC website.  

Q26:  Page 4, Section 10, Paragraph 3 – Can you elaborate on what financial information 
we will need to be prepared to provide to verify financial capabilities? 

A26:  If financial information to prove financial capabilities is requested for the interview process, 
the most current audited financials of the Responder would need to be provided.  
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Q27:  Page 6, Section 18, Bottom of Paragraph 4, Section 9, Points Section – Can you 
please elaborate on how the selection will be made? On page 6 it states that the selection 
will be made based on the lowest price and qualifications then on Page 4 it states that 
price competitiveness only accounts for 5 points. 

A27:  Selection will be based on mainly on demonstrated understanding of the project scope 
with some consideration given to price competitiveness. As stated in the RFQ, the budget is not 
to exceed $25,000.  

Q28:  Page 6, Section 21, Second Bullet Point – Will NIRPC provide photos/images or 
should the awarded company be prepared to use/purchase images? 

A28:  NIRPC has its own stock of photos and while we do not anticipate purchasing additional 
images, must have rights to all images used.  

Q29:  Page 7, Section 23, “Meetings & Events Calendar” – will you need a function that 
allows for registration and payment events? 

A29:  This would be a nice feature, and NIRPC would welcome a proposal for this. 

Q30:  Page 8, Section 24, “Training”: a.) What CMS platforms are the content managers 
familiar with to date? b.) Approximately how many individuals will be responsible for 
content management? c.) Would NIRPC be interested in a face-to-face training session? 

A30:  a.) The current CMS platform is Umbraco. b.) A minimum of two individuals. c.) Training in 
the form of an Administrative Users Guide for updating and maintaining the website is included 
in the Scope of Work. Face-to-face training is optimal, but any costs for such training would 
need to be indicated in the vendor’s response. 

Q31:  Will NIRPC be able to provide all of the content and images necessary to complete 
the design/redevelopment prior to starting the project? 

A31:  All content will come from NIRPC and initially be what is currently being used for NIRPC’s 
website.  

Q32:  Who is responsible for providing the content for the site? Will that content simply 
be copied and posted from the current website or will new content be provided? 

A32:  Content will come from NIRPC and initially will be what is used for the current NIRPC 
website. Any new content will also be provided by NIRPC as it becomes available.  

Q33:  Where will the site be hosted during the development stage? Will that be a 
requirement of the Responder or NIRPC? 

A33:  Vendors should be able to host the site during development and transfer to NIRPC’s IT 
vendor upon the website’s live launch.  

Q34:  Will the Responder have the opportunity to host the development site AND the final 
site once launched? 

A34:  The current site and newly developed site will be hosted by NIRPC’s current IT vendor. 
Future hosting opportunities are unknown at this time. 
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Q35:  Is NIRPC anticipating using their website to feature live streaming of public 
meetings online? 

A35:  NIRPC will be looking to feature live streaming in the future and welcomes responses to 
include options for this capability.  

Q36:  How would NIRPC prefer training documents on the website’s functionality be 
provided? 

A36:  An Administrative Users Guide for updating and maintaining the website is included as 
part of the Scope of Work and should be provided either in printed form or by email to the 
Website Coordinator. 

Q37:  How many NIRPC employees will be posting/managing elements of the website? 

A37:  A minimum of two individuals will require training with the option to include more if 
necessary. NIRPC is interested in restricted content management and responses should 
indicate if there will be various levels of user access for the website. 

Q38:  When will this project be awarded? 

A38:  The project will be awarded after interviews (if necessary) have been held and will take 
place no later than Friday, November 18, 2016.  

Q39:  The Project Deadline states that all work must be completed by Friday, Dec. 30th, 
2016.  Is that accurate? 

A39:  Yes. Due to budget constraints all work must be completed by December 30, 2016. 

 


